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Modeling and Analysis of a Dense Array Weapon System
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Abstract: The interception of anti-ship missiles is modeled mainly for the "dense array" system.
Generally, in the process of penetrating the carrier formation of anti-ship missiles, the anti-ship
missiles will be attacked jointly by various firepower of the formation, especially in the short-range
defense area, the target ship formation will adopt the joint attack of the near-defense missiles and
the "dense array". The research focuses on the defense of anti-ship missile by a single dense array,
so only the position relationship between a single dense array and an anti-ship missile is studied.
1. Introduction
As a part of multi-layer interception, short-range anti-missile weapons play an important role in
intercepting anti-ship missiles that break through medium and long-range defense. Short-range hard
kill interception weapons mainly include short-range air defense missiles and naval guns.
Short-range air defense missile is an effective short-range defense weapon system, but there are
some inherent shortcomings, such as short-range (about 1000m) shooting dead zone, low launching
rate, etc. The use of anti-missile naval gun weapon system can destroy the anti-ship missile at the
end of its flight trajectory [1-6]. Short-range anti-missile naval gun has the advantages of long
combat duration, strong anti-jamming ability and high cost-effectiveness ratio. At present, there are
more than ten kinds of anti-missile naval gun weapon systems developed abroad. The most typical
and equipped weapon system is the "Dense Array" weapon system of the United States. So far,
more than 700 systems have been equipped with more than 10 national navies. The system was
developed by General Dynamics Corporation of the United States in 1969. It was tested at sea in
1973 and put into service in 1980.
As the most famous shipborne short-range weapon system in the world, the "Dense Array"
system is a short-range defensive naval gun weapon system [7-12], which is mainly used to deal
with anti-ship missiles flying over the sea. The main features are fast reaction speed, high firing
speed, high density of projectile curtain and full automation. It can automatically complete the
whole process of target detection, threat judgment, tracking and locking, launching attack, damage
assessment and fire control.
2. Brief Introduction of Dense Array System
The Dense Array System was conceived in 1967 and tested on the USS Bigelow in 1977.
Production began in 1978 and was officially commissioned in 1980.Fully automatic defense can be
designed, that is to say, given the data of the target, it can rely entirely on the built-in radar search,
tracking, target threat assessment, locking and firing.
The advantage of this design is that it is easy to install, the platform only needs to provide
electricity, and it can operate without integration with the combat detection system on board. The
deck position of the installation also needs to ensure enough structural strength, and it does not need
to dig holes on the deck.
But in contrast, the characteristic of "single combat" of "dense array" system is also a
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disadvantage, relying only on its own radar fire control system to engage in battle, and there is no
cooperation with other systems on board. Even if the shipborne radar has accurately captured and
locked the target, the dense array system must re-search the airspace with its own radar, which not
only wastes time, but also increases the possibility of missing the target.
In addition, due to the limitation of the platform, the radar of the "Dense Array" system can only
share the same gyration/elevation angle with the aircraft gun, and can not independently perform
wide-area search, so the system can only attack one target at a time after booting. This disadvantage
has been improved by integrating with the Shield combat system.
3. Mathematical Model Analysis of Ships
The "dense array" is installed on the ship, so the movement of the ship has a great influence on
the "dense array" and operational efficiency. In battle, according to the situation of battlefield,
warships usually make regular or irregular maneuvers. In order to simplify the work, the warships
are set to move in a uniform straight line with a speed of [vtx , vty , vtz ] . So the motion equation of
warships is programmed as follows:

vtx = vtx + atx ∆t

vty = vty + aty ∆t
 v = v + a ∆t
tz
tz
 tz

 stx = stx + vtx ∆t

sty = sty + vty ∆t
 s = s + v ∆t
tz
tz
 tz

(1)

(2)

Where a tx , a ty , a tz are acceleration of ships with unit m / s 2 , and s tx , s ty , s tz are position of
ships , and ∆t means time of anti-ship missiles.
4. Mathematical Model Analysis of Anti-ship Missile
The initial position coordinates of anti-ship missile terminal maneuver are set as
[ s mx , s my , s mz ] , the future point attack of anti-ship missile on target ship is set in the simulation, so
the initial velocity components of anti-ship missile along three axes in the ground coordinate system
can be calculated according to the relative position relationship.

 vmx = v fj cosθ sin ϕ

vmy = v fj cosθ cos ϕ
 v = v sin θ
mz
fj


(3)

Where v fj is the initial velocity of the terminal maneuver of an anti-ship missile.
So the motion equation of anti-ship missile is programmed as follows:

vmx = vmx + a mx ∆t

v my = v my + a my ∆t
 v = v + a ∆t
mz
mz
 mz
 s mx = s mx + vmx ∆t

s my = s my + vmy ∆t
 s = s + v ∆t
mz
mz
 mz
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(4)

(5)

Where a mx , a my , a mz are

acceleration

of

anti-ship

missile

with

unit

m / s2 ,

and v mx , v my , v mz are position of anti-ship missile, and ∆t means time of anti-ship missiles.
5. Mathematical Model Analysis of Dense Array Projectile
Because the Dense Array defense system is installed on the warship, it is assumed that the initial
position coordinates of each. Dense Array projectile before launching are the same as the position
coordinates of the warship. That is, when each "dense array" projectile is fired, there are:

 s ax = s tx

s ay = s ty
s = s
tz
 az

(6)

Where s ax , s ay , s az are the initial position of Dense Array defense system.
In the simulation process, the components of the distance difference between the anti-ship
missile and the target ship in the three coordinate axis are as follows:

dx = s mx − stx

dy = s my − sty
 dz = s − s
mz
tz


(7)

Where dx, dy , dz are the component of the distance difference between the anti-ship missile
and the target ship on the three coordinate axis.
The above analysis establishes the mathematical model of space motion relationship between
ship, anti-ship missile and dense array projectile, which provides basic mathematical conditions for
subsequent analysis.
6. Conclusion
The "Dense Array" system is a short-range defensive naval gun weapon system, which is mainly
used to deal with anti-ship missiles flying over the sea. The basic mathematical model is needed to
study the damage and interception effect. The model of "dense array" intercepting anti-ship missile
is studied. Starting from the setting of coordinate system, the mathematical models of ship, anti-ship
missile and dense array projectile are analyzed, which provide basic conditions for matlab
simulation.
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